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Outdoor
Living
How to Bring the Outdoors In
Look inside a Coastal Modern Retreat
Designed by Laura Covington

with unsurpassed depth and clarity to give you incredible
beauty through and through. Take a closer look and discover
your dream kitchen or bath at Marva Marble.

© CAMBRIA 2018 || 231912_AD

Quality
runs deep

Cambria® creates the highest quality natural stone surfaces

MarvaMarble.com
804-215-1562

© 2 0 1 8 R O YA L B U I L D I N G P R O D U C T S

When your siding is this good,
you find all kinds of ways to enjoy it.
The look of wood and fiber cement without all the maintenance, painting
and warping. Celect® is different. It’s virtually seamless. It’s gorgeous.
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Original Oil on Canvas

Japanese Garden, Natalie George

INTRODUCING UPTOWN

SPECIAL SAVINGS GOING ON NOW

CARY 5717 DILLARD DRIVE 919.233.9190
RALEIGH 4380 LASSITER AT NORTH HILLS AVENUE 919.781.9431
Sale going on for a limited time. Exclusions apply. Ask a designer or visit ethanallen.com for details. ©2018 Ethan Allen Global, Inc.
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From the editor

G

reetings from maternity leave! It’s with great joy (and
exhaustion) that I announce the birth of our healthy
baby girl just days ago. With that said, please forgive
any errors you may find in this beautiful issue. Sleep
deprivation is no joke!
While I’m transitioning into life with two children
under the age of two, we are all experiencing the transition from spring
into summer – my favorite time of year. In this issue, we celebrate
the season of outdoor living and all the beautiful designs – natural and
manmade – that surround us. From dining al fresco to basking poolside,
we’ve highlighted some of the best new products to create that outdoor
oasis for which we’ve all been yearning (page 26). The school year is
coming to a close, pools are opening, and vacation days are upon us.
See how global travel and special vacations inspire designer and North
Carolina native Libby Langdon to create gorgeous spaces for her clients
(page 32). And despite the expression that all good things must come to
an end, you can create an outdoor retreat inside by incorporating some of
these beautiful textiles, accessories, case goods, and more into your home
that offer year-round enjoyment (page 18).
	From natural coastal waters to lakes and pools, some of the Triangle’s
finest designers have created beautiful waterside spaces for their clients
to enjoy both near and far. Interior designer Laura Covington creates a
relaxed yet transitional Intracoastal Waterway paradise for her clients
(page 58) to retreat to, while landscape designer Bill Strope of Old North
State Landscape Design helps a widow create a healing garden (page 50).
For another lake-loving couple, interior designer Rebecca Driggs designs a
relaxed aesthetic that allows the landscape of Lake Gaston to take center
stage (page 36).
	So before you allow a blanket of humidity and bugs to drag you down,
take a deep breath and remember to take advantage of these sweet
summer days. They’ll be gone before you know it. I know I will be trying
to soak in as much as I can – regardless of the sleepless nights and drawn
out days ahead of me!
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On The Cover:
This Intracoastal
Waterway beauty
designed by Laura
Covington is a
transitional style-lover’s
dream home; A perfect
retreat for getaways
and the lazy days of
summer.

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram
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dwell
The people, places, and things that elevate your home and living.

Interior Design by Anne Wagoner; Photography by Anna Routh
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style | outside in

Back to
Nature
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
	From lounging poolside to al fresco dining,
nothing quite compares to that breath of fresh
air, ethereal light, and warmth that wraps itself
around you during long summer days. Create
an outside oasis that you can enjoy year-round
by bringing the outdoors in. By incorporating
natural elements into your decor – whether
it’s with flora, faux or real; furniture made of
natural fibers such as rattan, jute, and wicker;
or textiles with patterns found outdoors like
latticework and bamboo – you can add an
outdoor escape to your domain that you can
enjoy all the other days of the year, too.

GREEN HOUSE EFFECT

Interior Design by Delphine & Reed Krakoff; Photography by Ivan Terestchenko
1. Boxwood Double Topiaries / $39 - $59 / www.westelm.com
2. Dana Gibson Bamboo in Green Lattice Cachepot / $100 / www.danagibson.com
3. Made Goods Jacqueline Console / $2,350 / www.madegoods.com
4. Stray Dog Designs / $1,450 / www.straydogdesigns.com
5. Society Social Woven Seagrass Chair / $450 / www.shopsocietysocial.com
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C U S TO M F U R N I T U R E F O R L I V I N G ,
BE D RO O M , DI N I N G , OFFICE,
ENTERTAINMENT & OUTDOOR

p lu s RU G S , A RT, AC C E S S O R I E S ,
LIGHTING,
+ WA L L C OV E R I N G S

C O M P L I M E N TA RY
I N T E R I O R D E S I G N S E RV I C E S

N OW O P E N… U R BA N G A R D E N S BY F U R N I S H !

I N S TAG R A M
@FURNISHRALEIGH
FAC E B O O K
@FURNISHNC
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TROPIC THUNDER

1. La Palma Wallpaper by Catherine Martin Mokum / to the trade / www.mokumtextiles.com
2. Artemest x Ted Milano Pink Palms Rug / $21,450 / www.artemest.com
3. Currey & Company Palm Table Lamp / $2,190 / www.greenfront.com
4. Kai Reed Diffuser / $78 / www.charlottesinc.com
5. Von Martius. The Book of Palms by H. Walter Lack / $70 / www.taschen.com
6. House of Harris Llewellyn Wallpaper / to the trade / www.houseofharris.com
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TREI(LLAGE) CHIC
Interior Design by Anne Wagoner; Photography by Anna Routh
1. Global Views Twig Table / $699 / www.mrshoward.com
2. Fiddle Leaf Planter / $224.95 / www.williams-sonoma.com
3. Juliska Natural Bamboo 5-Piece Table Setting / $168 / www.shopquintessentials.com
4. Anna Weatherley Garden Party Pierced Plate and Large Embossed Leaf Bowl / $510 - $558 / www.baileybox.com
5. Tommy Mitchell Auricula / $642 - $1,092 / www.southchapelhill.com
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palette | cerulean

Blue Crush
Somewhere between azure and
lapiz, the oceanic color cerulean is
bound to make waves.
Tremendously tranquil and soothing yet vivid and lively,
it is no wonder this pure and picturesque rendition of true
blue was favored by impressionists. After all, only cerulean
could possibly capture the essence of the sky on an
idyllically clear, cloudless day. The cool, crisp hue is
classically married with monochromatic shades of blue,
including its cousin cobalt, and white. It’s unexpectedly
coquettish with pops of chartreuse or citrus hues; however, it
also finds an earthy harmony with rose and rust tones.
— Christina Spratt Spencer
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Clockwise from top left:
Interior Design by Haynes-Roberts, Inc; Photography by Simon Upton
Brunschwig & Fils En Vacances Collection / to the trade / www.ahokelimited.com
Julian Chichester Elgin Low Cabinet / $14,449 / www.julianchichester.com
Mirror Image Home BW3062 / to the trade / www.southernstudio.com
John Derian Cerulean Blue Tones Desk Cup / $185 / www.johnderian.com

5060 Trademark Dr Raleigh, NC 27610 | www.splashgalleries.com
919-719-3333 | By Appointment Only | M-F 8am - 5pm

market | outdoor living

The
Living’s
Easy
Patio season is finally here.
We’ve rounded up the most stylish picks
for your outdoor space.
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Aleigh Acerni

Dream Weaver

Water Works

The Capistrano outdoor dining chair is like the little black dress for
your patio. Inspired by Serena & Lily’s Avalon Collection, its classic look
mimics the original rattan design, but with hand-wrapped resin over
a lightweight aluminum frame so that it’s suitable for the outdoors.
The cushion—available in a solid or stripe—is upholstered in durable
Sunbrella canvas to withstand the elements while still looking great.
Available at Serena & Lily online / $698 each / www.serenaandlily.com

Resistant to kinks, cracks, and leaks, the Heritage Garden Hose is
a must-have to help your garden grow. Plus, with its slim profile
and a range of colors exclusive to Terrain, it looks as stylish as it is
functional. Each hose is made in America of toxin-free polyurethane
with rustproof fittings (no BPA, lead, or phthalates), so it’s safe for
people and pets to drink from—not just plants. It’s also light in weight
and available in fifty-foot and hundred-foot lengths. Available at
Terrain online / Starting at $59 / www.shopterrain.com

Double
Duty
Clean lines meet contemporary
styling in this chic planter. Equally
at home on the front porch or
back deck, the faux stone basin—
molded from coco twigs to get
a unique texture—sits nestled
in a gold iron ore stand. Offered
in two sizes, the Lela planter is
equally stylish filled with plants
or repurposed as beverage tubs
by the pool (a drainage hole with
plug is included). Available at
Frontgate online / Starting at $399 /
www.frontgate.com
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Shade Seeker
As stylish as it is useful, the Vineyard Single
Cantilever outdoor umbrella from Tuuci looks
like teak but is made from durable, marine-grade
materials, giving it a natural design appeal that
won’t weaken or weather when it’s exposed
to the elements. The side-post umbrella looks
great poolside or over a seating area. And with
hundreds of colorful fabrics to choose from—
plus several shade shapes and bases—it can be
customized for any aesthetic. Available at Firehouse
Casual Living / Starting at $3,622 / www.tuuci.com

CUSTOMIZED FLOOR PLANS
WITH SPACIOUS INTERIORS

CURATED FINISHES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

NOTHING COMPARES
Seventeen modernist brownstones nestled
between Cameron Village and Downtown Raleigh.
All with elevators, rooftop verandas, and stunning views.
A downtown address in a serene setting, located on
St. Mary’s St. between W. Jones and W. Lane.

www.TheSaintRaleigh.com

Fan Out
Equally at home on a patio or porch, you’ll
want to do all your summer reading curled
up in this statement-making fan back lounge
chair from Mecox (with a glass of lemonade
or a mojito nearby, naturally). Its modern,
tailored look includes an upholstered
seat and throw pillow with a
variety of fabric options
available to order. Made
of durable materials,
it’s well suited to
your favorite
outdoor living
space. Available
at Mecox /
$3,900 /
www.mecox.com

Garden Variety
The AERIN Figural Leaf chip and dip platter from
Williams Sonoma was inspired by an Arts and
Crafts-style vase and created in collaboration with
Aerin Lauder. The rest of the serveware collection
includes a pitcher, cheese plate, serving bowls,
and other platters—snag them all or choose one
to add a hint of whimsy to your table. Produced
in a factory in Portugal that was founded in 1884,
the earthenware platter is hand-painted and
ready to hold your favorite dips, salsa, or crudités.
Safe for use in the microwave, freezer, and
dishwasher. Available at Williams Sonoma / $99.95 /
www.williams-sonoma.com

Dig It
Your tools will be as pretty as your garden
when you plant your petunias and peonies
with this Celine garden tools set from
Anthropologie. The set includes a fork
and shovel made of stainless steel with
handles made of tropical wood. Bonus:
When your hard work is done, they’ll look
just as lovely hanging from your potting
bench. Available at Anthropologie / $38 /
www.anthropologie.com

In the Round
With a design inspired by decorative balusters, the Montgomery outdoor
dining table from California-based Made Goods sets the tone for al fresco
dining. Beautiful and practical, it is handcrafted of light gray concrete with
a forty-eight-inch diameter. Cover it with a delicate tablecloth for a more
elegant setting or leave it uncovered and let the concrete, which naturally
distresses over time, lend a more casual feel. Available through Made Goods /
$3,500 / www.madegoods.com
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Color
Theory
These indoor/outdoor pillows bring an artistic touch
to your patio or living room. Designed in collaboration
with Los Angeles-based artist collective Zoe Bios,
the water-resistant pillows are filled with one
hundred percent recycled polyester filling that’s been
sustainably resourced from recycled plastic bottles.
Available at West Elm / $27 each / www.westelm.com

Sweet
Seats
Alabama-based Summer
Classics has been a trusted
name in luxury outdoor
furniture for more than twentyfive years: Witness their Roma
Collection to see why. The
collection brings together
simple, chic lines and beautiful,
durable materials—such as
wrought aluminum with flecks
of gold—in each piece. Sturdy
and timeless, inspired by Italian
antiques, the collection includes
a lounge chair, ottoman, sofa,
and spring lounge chair. The
perfect seats to sink into on a
hot day. Available at Summer
Classics / Starting at $3,394 /
www.summerclassics.com

Mood
Maker
Play Day
The You and Me ping-pong table by RS Barcelona has secrets—it
comes in three sizes and can also function as a large dining table,
a conference table, or a general-use side table. When it’s time for
dinner or a business meeting, stow away the net, paddles, and balls
in the side drawer (the table comes with two ping-pong paddles
and six balls). Then top with a gauzy tablecloth or enjoy its steeland-laminate tabletop—available in black or white—and pull up a
chair. Available at Y Living online / Starting at $3,350 / www.yliving.com
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Whether you want soft sounds
or soft lighting, the UMA sound
lamp has you covered. With its
modern, lantern-inspired design,
this minimalist speaker-meetslamp combines LED technology
with surround sound. It’s portable
and minimalist with a chic look
that suits just about any aesthetic.
Available at Y Living online / $479 /
www.yliving.com

DESIGNS

design board

Libby
Langdon
	Nationally recognized for her interiors,
product lines, and book, North Carolina
native Libby Langdon describes the
driving force behind her work.
“I’m most inspired when I have the
chance to travel and get out into the world
and experience different places, cultures,
and the styles and aesthetics unique to
those parts of the world. With my design
business and product lines, I have a lot on
my plate so getting away is often difficult
to pull off. If I can’t take a trip, I head
to the museum where I can discover so
many interesting shapes, color combinations, and unusual materials. Paintings,
sculpture, ancient jewelry, even ethnic
textiles are all a source of inspiration. For
me, it’s really about being open to finding
inspiration in all forms and then figuring
out how to translate them into my rooms
and product design for Bradburn Home,
Crystorama, Kas Rugs, and NorthCape.”

Clockwise from top left:
Libby Langdon for Crystorama Sylvan 8-Light Chandelier / to the trade / www.lightsunlimitedinc.com
Brighton Pavilion Wallcovering in Multi by Miles Redd for Schumacher / to the trade / www.karensaks.com
Cyan Design Bronson Vases / $87 - $111 / www.bronsondesign.com
Curate Knot Dining Table / $4,076 / www.furnishnc.com
Schumacher Malmaison Tape in Tangerine / to the trade / www.karensaks.com
Vanguard Furniture Lillian Chair in Tinker Capri / to the trade / www.southernstudio.com
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BORN IN LONDON, ENJOYED AROUND THE WORLD
CASE GOODS, UPHOLSTERY, LIGHTING, ACCESSORIES, RUGS AND OBJETS DE VERTU!

Any Furniture, Any Finish

SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST A GREAT FURNITURE STORE!
CAMERON VILLAGE
2030 Clark Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27605
919.803.1033

MOULTRIE PLAZA
640 Coleman Boulevard
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464
843.216.3900

www.stevenshellliving.com

Home Design

Interior Design by Rebecca Driggs; Photography by Sean Costello

Lakeside Lure

The Healing Garden

Palmetto Retreat

Page 36

Page 50

Page 58

The navy island inspired the blue hue
that pops up as an accent in nearly
every other room, and the soft blue
Byrd Tile behind the stovetop serves
as the perfect backdrop for it.
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lure

Lakeside

A Lake Gaston home provides
respite amid stunning design.

W

hen a lake house is as stunning as this one, weekends
at the lake are more than just a summer affair. Every
season, this glorious retreat on Lake Gaston immerses
its occupants in the comfort and charm of lake life. Sparkling waters are visible from windows in almost every
room, expertly incorporating the beauty of the outdoors
and making it impossible not to relax.
“The main inspiration for the house was to take advantage of the views and make
it a family retreat where they could get together, relax, and get away from the stress
of the day-to-day,” designer Rebecca Driggs says.

Interior Design by Rebecca Driggs | Photography by Sean Costello
Written by Lee Rhodes
June / July 2018 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 37

A cozy alcove on the terrace level offers the perfect landing spot to
quiet one’s mind amid a mix of furnishings that are both old and new.

Driggs teamed with builder Sid Cutts of Corbitt Hills
Construction, residential designer Carter Skinner, and of course,
the homeowners, to plan what was originally slated to be a
remodel but ultimately became a rebuild. The previous home
38 Home Design & Decor Triangle | June / July 2018

didn’t optimize the lot’s spectacular lake views and had low
ceilings throughout. Rebuilding provided the opportunity to put
the master bedroom on the main floor, add a bunkroom, and
create an open-concept layout with soaring ten-foot ceilings.

The art studio features hemp-spun rope shelving along with reclaimed
barn wood shelving, ideal for displaying the latest masterpieces.

“The interior walls are painted in all neutral colors – mostly
white – to let both the home’s wood elements and the lake views
be the stars of the show,” Driggs says.
	As guests enter the home, the mahogany door exudes rustic

ambience, opening to a warm and inviting foyer with tailored
shiplap walls and lighthearted artwork. Rich white oak planks
comprise the hardwood floors that run throughout the main
level, underscoring the home’s rustic charm. The openness
June / July 2018 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 39

The family room’s inspired touches include upholstery by Wesley Hall Upholstery,
case goods from Steven Shell Living, and a circular Bramble coffee table.

Extra guests are no problem given that the bunkroom offers sleeping for
eight with a series of custom built-in beds, plus rollout storage drawers,
personal sconces, book cubbies, and charging stations.
40 Home Design & Decor Triangle | June / July 2018

on the first level creates excellent sightlines
throughout and promotes a modern sense of
serenity.
In the family room, lofty ceilings add a layer
of sophistication to an otherwise casual living
space. Hundred-year-old heart pine beams, handscraped and chinked with nickel-gap ceiling
boards, soar overhead. The room’s fireplace
showcases a quarter-sawn white oak mantle, and
the painted white millwork flanking the top and
bottom of the fireplace includes a recessed niche
to conceal the back of the televisions and any
plugs. Striking black accents enliven the neutral
color scheme and offset the wash of white color
on the walls.
In the kitchen, a navy island serves as the
jumping-off point for the bold blue hues featured
throughout the rest of the house. The island
offers four comfy swivel bar stools, which,
along with the light fixtures, have rustic wood
accents that match the antique cutting boards.
The ceiling-height white cabinetry is juxtaposed
against the wood elements that define the hood,
shelving, pocket door, and dining table. Soft bluegray tile backsplash add a touch of delicate color.
Cutts custom-designed the decorative hood, a
feature rivaled by the custom mahogany pocket
door separating the kitchen from the mudroomlaundry room, known affectionately as “the
larder.”
The master suite is an indulgent retreat
featuring a custom upholstered bed and a
built-in window seat with custom cushions and
sconces for reading. In the light and airy master
bath, Driggs created a feeling of understated
elegance, appointing the room with his-and-her
vanities, Lucite drawer pulls, a chandelier, and
heated floors of herringbone tile. But it’s the
freestanding soaking tub that occupies the pride
of place in the bathroom.

Top: Sunlight fills the hallway, courtesy of a wall of windows
showcasing the lake. Benjamin Moore Simply White coats
the hallway walls, as well as much of the home, pairing
perfectly with the water’s reflection.
Bottom: The stairway’s locally-sourced cable railing
system, wood handrails, and decorative oars from Bramble
Company enhance the home’s already rustic feel.
June / July 2018 | Home Design & Decor Triangle 41

The back porch is a choice gathering place, with plenty of seating
from Summer Classics, including swivel chairs that can face the
lake, set atop an exquisite rug by Dash & Albert.
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His-and-her vanities sit atop herringbone-patterned tile that creates
visual interest, and Lucite drawer pulls add a glint of shine.
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Nightstands from Woodbridge Furniture flank either side of the
Wesley Hall custom-upholstered bed, and distinctive accessories
from Uttermost add a touch of extra panache.

The hallway leading into the master bedroom is made of a
wall of windows that uniquely captures sunlight and ensures
that the corridor is never in the dark. The custom bookcases
at the end of the hall showcase the homeowners’ extensive
book collection and nautical-themed accessories. The nautical
feel continues within the stairway with beautiful balustrades
forming a cable railing system and decorative oars from Bramble
Company lining the walls.
The home has plenty of bedrooms and sleeping space, all
impeccably decorated, but the bunkroom on the lower level,
known as the terrace, is worth a specific mention. White
beadboard wainscot offsets the bright blue of the bedding. Each

of the six beds has its own reading light and niche for storing
books or electronic devices.
Many of the touches that are found throughout the home are
replicated on the covered porch, which runs along the lake side
of the house and features a fireplace, seating area, dining area,
and grill station. The stained wood ceiling is a signature look of
Corbitt Hills and rivals the ceiling in the family room. The cable
railing mirrors the indoor staircase and ensures that the view
of the lake is never obscured. The stylish, silvery-gray furniture
from Summer Classics nicely blends with the indoor decor.
	Finally, as an artist, the homeowner wanted her new lake
home to include a studio. The art studio, located on the terrace
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Reclaimed wood shelves set
atop custom wrought-iron
brackets with a natural
patina distinguish the bar
area off of the kitchen.
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A charming Dutch door leads from the larder to the porte cochere,
an architectural detail that the homeowners specifically requested.

level, features a workstation created from the island in the
previous kitchen. This airy room is made complete by colorful,
industrial-style pendant lighting, a reclaimed sink, barnwood

shelving for housing supplies, and plenty of the artist’s
completed work. And with stunning lake views visible out the
windows, there is never a shortage of creative inspiration.u
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Missing
Caption
Evergreen
plantings along the walkway
are well behaved in their place.

healing
garden
The

A classic garden in Raleigh
inspires calm, delights the
senses, and demonstrates
the important role gardens
play in the environment
of a home.

Landscape Design by Bill Strope | Photography by Dustin Peck | Written by Linda Kramer
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I

n 1997, Mary Stewart Carlisle
and her husband, Greg,
bought a 5,000 square-foot
Williamsburg style home on
three-quarters of an acre in
west Raleigh. The colonial architecture was elegant, but the gardens
were not only lacking but also virtually
non-existent.
At that time, Carlisle’s experience
with plants was mostly tending to
weeds peeking through the cement.
She barely knew the difference
between a garden and a yard. The
couple tackled the garden themselves
installing a water pond and a few small
plantings in the backyard. Then, in
2013, Greg died, and the garden project
was left unfinished.
Three years later, Carlisle hired Bill
Strope of Old North State Landscape
Development in Durham to fix a
drainage problem in her backyard.
He stayed for a year. Carlisle thought
her dream garden was something
impossible to achieve, but as the
relationship shifted from drainpipes
to gardens, Strope proved her wrong.
With patience, respect, confidence,
and an adventurous spirit, Strope and
his crew showed Carlisle that there
was no such thing as impossible and
anything could be done. Strope never
said, “We can’t do that.”
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A water garden and Koi pond surrounded by iris, sedum,
day lilies, and Creeping Jenny provide a dramatic water
feature watched over by a friendly heron sculpture.
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A tiered gazebo sits proudly on
a stone foundation.

Carlisle shared her own ideas with Strope and got
spontaneous creativity in creating a plan that was a combination
of formal sun and shade gardens, where art and nature
could coexist. “I can’t recommend Strope enough,” Carlisle
says. “Working with him and his crew was such a wonderful
experience. We became almost a family.”
It took a whole year for the traditional, formal gardens to
emerge. The project was made easier because Old North State
pretty much does everything from landscape design, building
construction, irrigation, and stonework to installation, lighting,
and maintenance.
During the installation, Carlisle learned that gardens are a
way to show care. “This project was the best money I ever spent
and one of the best times of my life,” Carlisle says. “It was a
therapeutic joint effort that lifted my spirits. And the best thing
is, that whatever the season, there is always beauty.”
The formal gardens are divided into distinct spaces and
surround the entire house. Lush and evocative plants brimming
with color, texture, and aroma grow year round, creating a
natural harmony that frames the house and shapes the property.

Evergreen spiral topiaries and boxwoods, as well as thirtyfoot magnolias and American hollies were planted around the
perimeter to discourage conversations over the back fence.
Carlisle likes her privacy.
There is stonework everywhere, including the front
foundation of the house. This repetition of materials provided
continuity from space to space, and carefully placed tiered
stone steps defined the different areas. Various art elements
throughout the gardens gave an additional depth.
With this project, Strope created a bold recipe of color and
form, simultaneously bright and striking yet subtle and serene.
And, as with every proper garden, Carlisle’s is planned to be
seasonally unique. Many different varieties of plants reflect a
clean design plan, creating a visual cohesiveness. And although
the colors and textures are ever-changing with the seasons, the
many varieties of plants come together harmoniously by sticking
to a few strategic hues.
“Our mission at Mary’s was to help her realize her dream,”
Strope says. “To create a spiritual garden space that was what
she and her deceased husband always wanted. A place to get
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Top: While Bill Strope was the driving force behind the garden design, Mary Carlisle’s
ideas and suggestions were enthusiastically embraced, and between them a
serendipitous collaboration was born based on vision and creativity.
Bottom: Natural life takes center stage in Mary Carlisle’s backyard garden.
Right: More than sixty tons of varying stone were brought in for the project. The
patio surrounding the pool is Traverse stone from Turkey and features brick inlays.
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lost in time through the simplicity, but yet artistic beauty
of all the trees, plants, flowers, stone, and water – all the
soothing natural elements of life and love. We are so happy
our company’s philosophy, vision, and spirituality were so
in line with theirs.”
Carlisle’s friends call it the magic garden because the

vibe of the garden is one of a meditative, quiet sanctuary. “The
beauty of working with Bill was that he followed my pace and
didn’t impose stressful situations. As we created this garden, I
felt the spirit of my husband guiding me,” Carlisle explains. “I
learned that a garden is about new life and creating. It lifted my
spirits and gave me new life.”

The transformative power of beauty is that it heals. And
every garden, large or small, can have an emotional impact with
a specific narrative. For Carlisle, this is an everlasting garden.
And while its aesthetic charm is obvious, it’s much more. It’s a
healing garden.u
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Imagine your home,
totally organized!

SPECIAL
FINANCING
for 12 Months!*

Custom Closets, Garage Cabinets
Home Office, Pantries, Laundries
Wall Beds, Wall Units, Hobby Rooms,
Garage Flooring and more...

With approved credit. Call or
ask your Designer for details.
Not available in all areas.

2018 © All Rights Reserved. Closets by Design, Inc.

Silver II Garage Cabinets

Flooring

Walk in Closet

% Off
40
Free Installation

Call for a free in home design consultation and estimate

919-670-2990

Plus

PLUS TAKE
AN EXTRA

www.closetsbydesign.com

15% Off

*40% off any order of $1000 or more. 30% off any order of $700 or more. On any complete Closet,
Garage or Home Office. Take an additional 15% off any complete unit order. Not valid with any
other offer. Free installation with any complete unit order of $500 or more. With incoming
order, at time of purchase only. Expires on 07/22/2018

Home Office

Laundry Room
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HD

Design with Thin Brick,
the natural choice.

Blank walls have the potential to be so much more...
Thin Brick brings natural elements from the outdoors to your home’s interior. The time-honored beauty
and durability of brick also provides a sense of comfort and familiarity. Why keep the beauty of brick on
the outside of your home only to leave the inside
with mundane drywall and paint? Transcend the
traditional in your design and take brick to places
it’s never gone before!

T H I N M A S O N R Y P R O D U CT S

919-828-0541
GeneralShale.com

8820 Westgate Park Drive, Raleigh, NC 27617

The living room is all about comfort and creating a family-friendly gathering place, with Lee Industries sofas covered in easy care indoor/outdoor
fabric in soothing shades of gray and blue. Windy O’Connor artwork rests
above a see-through fireplace with a peek to the outside.
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almetto
P etreat
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Soft pastels and
earth tones mimic
the seascape in this
relaxed Wilmington
beach house.

Interior Design by Laura Covington | Photography by Michael Blevins | Written by Dana Todd
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A large round Ro Sham Beaux chandelier is a sparkly
addition to the cool blues in the dining room, highlighted
by Fabricut ikat fabric on Sarreid dining chairs surrounding
a custom soft gray Tritter Feefer table.

L

iving on the coast provides a quiet place to
connect with nature – the tranquil blue water,
plumes of beach grass, and the green of oak and
palmetto trees. Interior Designer Laura Covington of Laura Covington Interiors planned to
capture these naturally peaceful elements for
the interior of a new home constructed on a stretch of the Intracoastal Waterway that skirts Wilmington. The young family who
built the home requested a design that takes advantage of water
views and exudes relaxation, yet with rugged features that stand
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up to little ones and furry friends.
Covington delivered a truly transitional style home that
incorporates elements of modern, traditional, and even touches
of art deco design in sturdy, washable fabrics layered in ethereal
shades of cream and sea glass blue.
The layering of muted colors and textures is the pièce de
résistance in this beachside home. Covington began the dining
room’s design, for example, with a sea glass colored wall
layered with abstract art in a deeper, richer blue and sheer
fabric curtains on a wrapped curtain rod that frame the water

view. The top layers in the room include a bold chandelier, also
reminiscent of sea glass, hanging above a custom dining table
mimicking the soft grays of driftwood.
Driftwood gray appears in many rooms of the house, including
the modern stairwell, where grey-ish floors and handrail blend
with white walls and floor-to-ceiling windows. Classic gray stain
on the hardwood floors throughout the home echo the feel and
temper the bright white finishes in each room.
“The infusion of warm gray touches ensures the home will not
feel too cold, but soft and layered, the same as nature’s mix of
driftwood and shells on the beach,” Covington says.

Top Left: The street on which the house sits is a beauty, with a series of
homeowners’ extra long docks leading to the Intracoastal Waterway.
Top Right: The jewel box of a powder room shimmers in silver, from an Art
Deco mirror to Arteriors hanging mercury glass pendants to Jim Thompson
ikat wallpaper.
Bottom: The 5,500-square-foot home is painted in Benjamin Moore Glass
Slipper with shutters in Sherwin Williams Quietude.
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The layering of muted
colors and textures
is the pièce de résistance
in this beachside home.
This color palette even makes an appearance in outdoor
spaces, including the porch off the master bedroom with deep
driftwood lounging chairs holding cushions upholstered in soft
gray-blue. Along with wooden floors and other natural colored
architectural elements, the outdoor furniture keeps the house’s
white columns and trim from becoming too stark. Similarly, the
brown tones of the front porch’s ceiling and the rope holding a
hanging bed balance well with nature just a few steps away and
provide an ideal place for the whole family to pile on and enjoy
the outdoors.
The main areas, such as the living room, also give a nod to the
earth tones-versus-white color scheme. Covington chose couches
and chairs upholstered in both blues and earthy gray pigments
surrounded by all white walls and grounded with a printed
natural-toned area rug. The room is elegant yet sturdy enough
to hold up to kid and pet traffic, as the linen-look upholstery is
actually indoor-outdoor fabric.
The living room is not the only room featuring elegant, yet
family-friendly materials. The bar stools in the expansive white and
gray kitchen are covered in faux cream leather that is wipeable.
“All the fabrics are light, airy, and bright, but durable,”
Covington says about an important element necessary for the
family’s style of living and season of life.
	Some rooms are set aside for adults, which is where
Covington was free to choose materials with a little swagger.
The master bath’s showcase feature is a wall of glass tile,
whitewashed in a subtly frosted “pure silk” color and providing a
backdrop for an elegant Victoria Albert freestanding tub. A round
Worlds Away chandelier coolly sparkles in silver. Cream sheers
on a ripple fold track provide privacy and add to the ethereal feel
of the room. The powder room received a wow touch with an
Art Deco-style mirror and mercury glass pendants hanging from
varying heights. A hammered nickel sink matches the silver
vibe, and all the elements are pulled together by a silvered print
iIkat wallpaper. Metallic and mirrored accessories and hardware
complete the jewel-like look.
“The powder room is always the jewel box of the house, and it
should make a statement,” Covington says.
Metallic accents embellish most other rooms of the home, too.
The living room’s custom Tritter Feefer metal side tables gleam

Glass Arteriors pendants hang above deceptively kid-friendly Lee Industries
bar stools covered in wipeable faux cream leather. The marble-look quartz on
the countertop incorporates tones of gray and white.
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The glass tile wall behind the master bathroom’s freestanding tub
is a showstopper. It also serves as a divider from a walk-in shower
on one side and a water closet on the other.
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The porch off the master bedroom provides sweeping water
views and a set of deep, comfy lounge chairs by Kingsley Bate.

The calming, yet modern master bedroom features a custom waxed linen fabric headboard with
horizontally applied leather stripes. A beautiful mix of fabrics on the bed, such as the Blithfield soft
ikat fabric on the Euro pillows, adds to the serenity. The look is elevated to a modern level with
embellishments like the white lacquered Bungalow 5 bedside tables and ribbed mercury finish lamps.
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Dual vanities in the master bathroom are on opposite sides
of the room and are painted gray with Lucite hardware to
continue the airy, ethereal feel in the home.
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A playful print by Amanda Nisbet Design
on the Roman shade steals the show in the
daughter’s bedroom. Euro pillows covered in
fabric from the same collection sit at attention
on a soft lavender comforter. A Stray Dog
Designs chandelier was custom painted the
same color as the wall for a blended effect.

under lamplight beside the sofas. A stainless steel farm sink and
range hood flow with polished nickel hardware in the kitchen.
The master bedroom receives a shot of sparkle from a round
metallic mirror hanging on the wall behind the bed and matching
ribbed mercury lamps on each side of the bed.
The home is customized through fabric selections and custom
furniture, design elements that touch almost every room. The

result is a natural, diaphanous ambiance that remains practical
for a family with young children and pets.
“We maximized and complemented the water views through
design,” Covington says, “which make the spaces calming, yet
modern. It’s important to live well. This house is functional for
daily use with an elevated look to it.u
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ith the rapid construction in the
Triangle frequently removing most
of the existing trees, in addition to
the loss of shade trees through old
age and storms, shade trees are
in high demand during the hotter
months of the year. Planting shade trees is a long-term investment with a long-term payoff, so knowing the pros and cons of
some of the more popular trees is important. And fortunately,
most of them are native to North Carolina.

and tends to have a much less invasive root system. It
needs good drainage and a sunny location to thrive and
needs consistent watering for the first few years to get a
good hold. Its symmetry and gorgeous orange and red fall
colors make it a favorite.
WILLOW OAK
This is one of the faster-growing species of oaks and
is widely planted throughout the Triangle. Its drought
and heat tolerance, as well as consistent growth, make
it popular. It turns colors in the fall much later than
other trees thus holding its leaves late into the year. One
complaint, however, is that its willow-like leaves are
difficult to rake. Willow oaks should not be planted near
structures and hardscapes due to its root system, which on
older trees, is known to lift things up.
AMERICAN ELM
This was the quintessential American shade tree,
perfect in almost every sense, until the introduction of
Dutch elm disease. With growth rates of up to eight feet
per year (yes, that is feet) and its habit of forming alleys
over streets, it’s hard to beat. With the introduction of
cultivars such as Valley Forge and Princeton, which do
not succumb to Dutch elm disease, this tree is rapidly
regaining its premier spot in the landscape. When you need
a fast-growing tree with few negatives, this is the choice.
ZELKOVA
The Green Vase cultivar of this Asian beauty is
beloved for its vase-like shape and beautiful burntorange and red fall foliage. Another strong attribute
of this plant is its smooth bark structure, which lends
elegance to any landscape.

RED MAPLE
Red maple is a frequently used shade tree, particularly
in newer constructions. Renowned for its heat and drought
tolerance as well as its beautiful fall foliage, it’s hard to find a
neighborhood where they aren’t the predominant tree of choice.
This moderate grower, however, should be used well away from
hardscapes and structures, as its root system tends to snake on top
of the ground and spread far outward from the trunk. This tree can
handle wetter areas as well. Select cultivars like October Glory and
Autumn Blaze for their balanced canopy and symmetry.
SUGAR MAPLE
This favorite is well known by many of our northern
transplants. It is a bit slower growing than its red maple cousin

RIVER BIRCH
Due to its weak branching structure and invasive root
system, this tree must be used carefully in the landscape.
Positives include fast growth and tolerance of wetter
areas. Do not place close to structures or any hardscapes
unless your yard is big enough. Then give it a try.
	Shade trees add greenery, relief from the sun, and a gracious
home for nesting birds. The commonly used varieties in the
Triangle will provide your home and property with beauty and
relief from the summer heat. If you choose the right species
and adhere to proper placement, you will enjoy these for
generations.u

Call Home & Garden Landscapes for your next outdoor project at
919-801-0211 or visit www.homeandgardenlandscapes.com for more
information.
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Coastal

Life
By Anne Marie Ashley
Photography by Dustin Peck

E

scaping to the North Carolina coast
is the perfect answer when you’re
wondering how to get away from it all.
Whether staying for weeks at a time or
just a weekend retreat, a second home
provides an idyllic setting for relaxing
or even welcoming family and friends – a warm tradition
that Southern Studio Interior Design likes to highlight
when designing vacation spaces for their clients.
	Vacation homes on the coast have inspiration builtin, easily calling on ocean-inspired textures and classic
soothing colors of sand and sea. “Coastal vacation homes
are a special place where sandy feet are welcome, and
entertaining with loved ones is at the center,” principal
designer Vicky Serany says. Breezy, open-air layouts and
comfortable outdoor gathering spaces allow homeowners to
breathe easy and fully unwind once they walk in the door.
A nook under the stairs, for example, fitted with a full-sized
day bed and a tuck-away shelf just begs for catnaps on rainy
beach days. Soothing colors on the walls and trim, like
Sherwin-Williams Alpaca and Snowbound, create the space
of relaxation that vacation homes require.
Carefully managing the logistics necessary to serve
Triangle clients with second homes miles away, Southern
Studio enjoys the challenge. The joyful result of the
homeowners spending their summers in their second
homes year after year keeps the Southern Studio team
inspired and incredibly thankful to bring vacation home
visions to life.u

If you have a vacation home that needs a special touch, enlist the
help of Vicky Serany and her team at Southern Studio Interior
Design. For more information visit www.southernstudio.com or
call 919-362-5143.
Top: Southern Studio chose Sherwin-Williams Alpaca and Snowbound
to create a tranquil, soothing paint palette while providing the
homeowner with comfortable dining seating to withstand the elements
of seaside living.
Bottom: The homeowner imagined this space as a retreat for her
grandchild to rest, read, and enjoy the home’s lush forest surround on
lazy summer days. Layered with crisp, white sheets, a pop of peacock
blue, and a tuck-away shelf, this cozy nook is sophisticated yet unfussy.
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“I feel efficient and organized

”

My closet has helped bring order to my chaotic life

$250 Off
Restrictions apply. Offers cannot be combined. Coupon must be presented at time of consultation. Expires 8/4/18.

919-773-8990

Call for free design consultation or visit us online at closetfactory.com
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Urban

DRAW
By Dana W. Todd

I

n a fully developed region like the Triangle, one of the
best ways to enjoy a prime urban spot in an established
residential community is through urban infill construction.
You may not think you can have the best of both worlds
– a prime real estate spot and a nice sized lot – but you
may be wrong.
“Urban infill has its benefits and is a sign of vibrancy in a
neighborhood,” Paul Stern of Blue Heron Signature Homes
says. “If a metro area fails to attract infill development, it is a
sign of economic stagnation. Infill is a much better method of
developing high-quality custom housing opportunities without
sprawling out into adjacent suburban areas, plowing down trees,
and clearing land to install roads and other infrastructure.”
“Our luxury homebuilding market has been much busier in
recent years, and the age-old homeowner wishlist still includes
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adequate outdoor living space for entertaining and playing, even
in an urban setting,” Stern continues.
Blue Heron Signature Homes is able to fulfill wishes for
outdoor living amenities in urban infill communities. One recent
example is the model home the builder recently opened in
Country Club Hills at 3005 Granville Drive in Raleigh. Built as a
high-performance home certified by the National Green Building
Standard’s (NGBS) stringent green specifications – as are all Blue
Heron custom builds – this home is a contemporary addition to a
prestigious neighborhood inside the Beltline.
Its outdoor living features rival any suburban backyard,
including an infinity edge fountain located near the large back
porch that provides the serenity of white noise. The fountain
is also a visually pleasing component that anchors one end
of a thirty-foot long pool. Plus, the home’s interior is visually

connected to the outdoors through a set of sliding doors that run
the entire length of the great room. Faux bois ceramic tile on the
patio matches the indoor hardwood floors for a seamless indooroutdoor experience.
“A unique feature – infrared radiant heaters in the patio’s
ceiling – provide the warmth needed to take advantage of the
fringe seasons in our transitional climate zone,” Stern says.
“A homeowner can sit out in thirty-degree temperatures and
actually enjoy it.”
The infrared heaters also provide a candlelit glow of
illumination that adds to the water feature’s ambiance.
The best part about outdoor living in an urban infill setting is
knowing that when you purchase this type of residence, you are:
• Getting a mature landscape with full trees as part of your
outdoor living area.

•	Adding vibrancy and energy to the community as a
by-product of a renewed streetscape.
•	Encouraging re-use of exisiting infrastructure so that no tree
cover is sacrificed and no new roads or utilities are needed.
“The best part of urban infill is that it allows residents
who have growing families or those who want to downsize
and upgrade to maintain residence in the very neighborhood
they always loved. They can still have the eco-friendliness
and energy efficiency that new construction technology
offers,” Stern says.u

See how established neighborhoods are becoming new again.
Visit Blue Heron Signature Homes at www.blueheronhomesnc.com or
call 919-297-2667 to inquire about your custom home building project.
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Personalized

Patio
By Brandy Woods Snow

N

ot too long ago, homeowners began to treat
their outdoor spaces as extensions of their
indoor spaces – a practice that has continued
to gain steam. Michelle Hardy, owner of
Furnish, a locally-owned home interior
and design destination in Raleigh, has
introduced a new showroom expansion—one that embraces
the concept of outdoor living as a customized addition to the
homeowner’s square footage.
It was a natural evolution for Furnish to expand to outdoor
furniture and accessories. “We are lucky to live in an area of
the country where we can take advantage of outdoor living
for nearly nine months out of the year, and our clients want
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to have their outdoor spaces to be a continuation of their indoor
decor,” Hardy says. “Custom outdoor furniture was always part
of the plan for Furnish, but we wanted to roll it out after our
indoor showroom was firmly established.”
With Furnish’s immense success in custom designed
interiors, Hardy knew this was the perfect time to expand her
offerings.
Dubbed Urban Gardens by Furnish, the space, while in the
same building as Furnish, has its own unique look and feel while
seamlessly expanding on what its interior predecessor does
so well—offer customers an array of different collections and
choices by which they can personalize their space. Through
the process, the Furnish design team works with customers
to find a style that speaks to them, making selections such
as teak-versus-weathered teak, loom color, fabric choice, sling
color, size, and more.
“Customers are able to dive deep, considering a multitude
of options in size, scale, finish, and fabric,” Hardy says. “The
quality of higher-end materials found here far surpasses the
big-box variety, and that makes a significant difference because
this outdoor furniture is designed to withstand the elements.”
	Urban Gardens by Furnish has focused on two furniture
lines—Kingsley Bate and Lloyd Flanders—to open the new
showroom. As America’s leading manufacturer of teak outdoor
furniture, Kingsley Bate uses only premium quality teak in
its furniture. Since teak can withstand the rigors of climate
while also weathering attractively, it’s the perfect option
for homeowners seeking options that are both durable and

beautiful. The Kingsley Bate line at Furnish features handsome
seating and dining options as well as lounge and accessory items
to personalize the space.
Lloyd Flanders boasts more than one hundred years in
premium outdoor furniture and offers an expansive selection
of vinyl all-weather wicker furnishings
in traditional, transitional, and
contemporary aesthetics. The highly
valued Lloyd Loom line employs a special
process first developed in 1917 and
augmented with advanced technologies
through the years to create the ultimate
durability in wicker fabric. Each
handcrafted piece is developed through a
continuous strand of cane and is resistant
to cracking, burring, and peeling to offer
a beautiful, smooth weave that stands the
test of time and weather.
“Outdoor furniture is definitely an
area where you get what you pay for,”
Hardy says. “And at Furnish, we stand
behind our furniture, our designers,
and our full range of services to ensure
every customer is satisfied with their
new outdoor living space.”u

Are you ready to take your patio from plain
to perfection? Visit the Furnish showroom
at 8724 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh or call
919-670-4400.
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LIFE’S A
BEACH—
NO MATTER
WHERE
YOU LIVE

F

ew of us have the luxury of a water view, but that doesn’t mean we
can’t go a little coastal now and then. There’s just so much design inspiration in the place where sea meets shore. From natural elements and
weathered textures to shells, sand dollars, and sun-washed finishes, it’s
easy to fall in love with such a relaxed vibe. We certainly did.
We love to incorporate driftwood-inspired accent pieces that bring
a seaside vacation back home. They add natural elements to a space and instantly
remind us of late-night bonfires on the beach. Wood pendant lights and whitewashed,
hand-lathed candlesticks offer texture and a chic, rustic, sun-washed vibe. For a
whimsical touch, throw in some mementos of summery sports like badminton rackets
or the limited edition Oxton oars in the corner.
	Artwork can instantly bring a pop of color and nature indoors. An elegant print like
our Cloudscape Ochre giclée on canvas soothes the senses and creates an aura of calm
in any space, no matter the style. We set it in a weathered white barnwood frame.
Using frames in tones similar to your wall color will help draw the eye into the picture.
And don’t forget to add a bit of green. Plants, real or faux, are most welcome in a
summer-loving space like this.
There’s no easier way to add texture and movement to your room and bring the
outside in than with accents. Look for baskets, boxes, interesting objects, and even
practical elements like lamps as opportunities to explore beachy style. Our natural
Seagrass table lamp is woven by hand over a metal frame. Compliment nature’s neutral
palette with found objects like seashells, starfish, or sea glass. A glass hurricane, bowl,
or apothecary jar is the perfect home for this kind of display.
Pretty can be practical, too! While you’re adding texture with those boxes and
baskets, you’re also creating new space for flip-flops, towels, and beach blankets – or
books, magazines, pet toys, and throws. Hallmarks of quality in a woven piece include
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There’s just
so much
design
inspiration
in the place
where sea
meets shore.

smooth finishes with
loose ends that poke
and stick. The rushes
that make up our
Bailey and Flo baskets
are harvested by hand
with scythes and
knives, then dried in
the sun and woven
by hand. Each basket
is an expression of
the great skill of the
artisan who made it.
No two are the same.
And probably most
important of all in a
storage piece, they’re
sturdy and strong.u
Ethan Allen designers
are ready to help you
bring a beachy vibe to
your home. No matter
how much help you ask
for, our design services
are always free! For
inspiration and ideas, visit
www.ethanallen.com
or our two local Design
Centers: 5717 Dillard
Drive in Cary, 919-233-9190,
and 4380 Lassiter at
North Hills Avenue in
Raleigh, 919-781-9431.
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Jacaranda
Wow

C

RS Marble & Granite
sources a lot of exclusive
exotic stones and carries
an inventory of more
than 400 colors of quartz,
quartzite, granite, soapstone, marble, and our own newly launched
line of CRS Quartz. Sometimes homeowners bring in samples and swatches to match
a new stone with existing cabinets and
paint colors, or they use our design center
and specialists to find samples right in our
showroom.
	Sometimes, however, homeowners
come in wanting that wow factor in their
homes. Exotic stones fit the bill because
they are naturally custom pieces, born
of the earth. These stones, like all of our
product offerings, display consistent
color and are never dyed or altered in any
way. One of our newest and most exotic
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quartzites is Jacaranda, mined and shipped
to us through our relationship with an ecofriendly Brazilian mine named Gramazini.
Jacaranda wows through its movement
and the dominant velvet red tones
supplemented with charcoal black and
brilliant gold. Perfect for any quartzite
application like indoor countertops, shower
walls, outdoor kitchens, and fireplace
surrounds, it also is beautiful as a feature
wall. Without a doubt, Jacaranda is one
of the rarest, most spectacular stones in
our collection. Its strength and diversity
allow it to be finished in a variety of ways –
leathered, polished, or honed.
	For a contemporary look, pair Jacaranda
with white or gray Shaker-style cabinetry.
When going traditional, Jacaranda works
well with cherry or maple cabinetry. Like
any quartzite, it is very hard, non-porous,
and heat resistant.

Rendering

Jacaranda is not the only exotic stone we offer at CRS Marble
& Granite. Our partnership with the Gramazini quarry enables
us to also offer Azurite, Lucent, Alexandrita, Fusion, and many
other stones. Choosing one of these exotics will provide a one-ofa-kind look in your home. Other partnerships, including a sole
distributorship with LG Viatera Quartz, allows us to offer a wide
selection of engineered quartz stones, too, so homeowners can
achieve just the perfect color and look they are seeking.
Drop in to tour our showroom or schedule a design

consultation. We will be waiting for you and will have a
specialist on hand to showcase new ideas for your home.u
Sunny Surana is president of CRS Marble & Granite with four locations
in the U.S., including Raleigh, and two locations overseas. He has been
sourcing high-quality stones from remote international quarries for
more than twenty years in this family-business-turned-international
success model. See Jacaranda quartzite plus other exotic stones in the
60,000-square-foot Raleigh showroom at 7521 Exhibit Court or call
919-784-9282. Learn more at www.crsgranite.com.

Raleigh, NC Showroom
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Holistic
Home
Building

R

iddle me this: How do
increasingly strict energy
codes increase the risk of
indoor air pollution and
mold? It seems logical
that higher efficiency
appliances, lighting, and HVAC systems
would be constructed with less harmful
materials than their predecessors, and
that HVAC air filtering/ventilation features
would only be improving, so why the increased risk? The answer lies in the “houseas-a-system” concept, which explains the
relationship between various features,
products, and systems within a home.
	See, the best way to increase efficiency
is to seal and insulate the building
enclosure, which reduces demand for
heating and cooling. Herein lies the
problem: When buildings are airtight they
require thoughtful ventilation techniques,
or they’ll trap pollutants and humidity in
the house. During hot, humid summers in
North Carolina, air conditioners dehumidify

LED lighting throughout,
formaldehyde-free plywood in
the cabinets, and Energy Star
appliances all contribute toward
certified green programs.
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the interior air as they run. So, when
we increase insulation and air tightness,
we need to address extra ventilation
and dehumidification, because the air
conditioner will not cycle as often, allowing
humidity to build up.
	As a homebuyer or renovator, how
can you keep all this house-as-a-system
stuff straight when your builder isn’t
specifying it? Fortunately, there are
several programs available in the
Triangle market that, through third party
inspections, verify homes to be energy
efficient, healthy for inhabitants, and
easy on the environment. These house-asa-system programs include Energy Star, the
National Green Building Standard, which
was developed by local builders, LEED for
homes, and EcoSelect. All these programs
specifically take indoor air quality into
focus among other high-performance,
health, and environmental factors.
Perhaps you are of the mindset that a
performance certification is unnecessary,

which we find many homeowners share. You’ve chosen a highperformance builder or remodeler, and Google empowers you to make
many specification decisions without adhering to any program. Well
here’s another reason to consider going for the certification sticker:
The market is responding. A 2017 report conducted by the NC Building
Performance Association analyzed home sales data from Charlotte,
the Triad, and the Triangle to compare certified home sales against
non-certified homes. The study compares the prices of 3,908 highperformance homes sold between 2015 and 2016 to all other home
sales. “The results indicate a $29,365 average sale price premium
in addition to the improved health, safety, comfort, durability, and
lower utility bills that these homes offer.” Ryan Miller says, NCBPA’s
executive director.
	Additional findings: There’s a 9.5 percent premium for highperformance homes sold in the three metro markets. In the Triangle
market, high-performance homes averaged 14.4 percent more square
footage and a 22 percent sale price premium, resulting in a 6.7 percent
net increase in sale price per square foot. So, if you choose to build
a high-performance home without certification, you may be leaving
thousands of dollars on the table in resale value!u

Taped sheathing and large roof overhand contribute
to energy efficiency, amoung many other factors.

Evan Bost is director of marketing and Green Initiatives at Bost Custom Homes,
an award-winning custom building firm serving the Triangle. With thirty years of
proven expertise, Bost Custom Homes designs and constructs custom residences
with superior craftsmanship, a focus on health and sustainability, architectural
authenticity, and structural integrity. To begin the conversation of your forever
home, call 919-460-1983 or email info@bosthomes.com. Learn more at
www.bosthomes.com or www.facebook.com/bostcustomhomes.

Certified Green homes may look no different,
but they out-perform standard built homes.
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arts and culture

spotlight

July 4th on Fayetteville Street

Summer Series

Fayetteville Street
July 4
9 a.m. – 10 p.m.
www.visitraleigh.com

Bev’s Fine Art
June 16; July 21; August 18
11 a.m. – 4 p.m.
www.bevsfineart.com

This massive Independence Day celebration in downtown Raleigh
kicks off early in the day with live music, hot dog-eating contests,
BMX stunt shows and more until the grand finale of fireworks
light up the sky at 9:30pm in two different locations —you’ll want
to be at Red Hat Amphitheater or on Fayetteville St. for the best
views. Three stages of live entertainment spanning more than a
quarter-mile in the city center make this a can’t-miss event!

Join Bev’s Fine Art this summer as they showcase Cora Ogden,
Natalie George, Cora, and Dan Nelson in the Summer Series.
From May through August, the gallery will present a single
spotlight show for one artist per month. Come tour the gallery
and take a break from the hot summer sun by sipping ice-cold
refreshments and enjoying a few delicious treats. The featured
artists have each made their own splash on the art scene with
unique artistic styles, so come check out some originals.

Works of Heart Auction
Kick–Off Reception

Joe Biden:
The American Promise Tour

Drawing with Sound:
Heather Gordon

The Mahler Fine Art
June 1
6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
www.themahlerfineart.com

Durham Performing Arts Center
June 6
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
www.dpacnc.com

North Carolina Museum of Art
June 16
1 p.m.
www.ncartmuseum.org

Iris after Dark

Raleigh Supercon

North Carolina Museum of Art
June 8
5:30 p.m.
www.ncartmuseum.org

Raleigh Convention Center
July 27-29
www.raleighsupercon.com

Relay for Life of Raleigh
Presented by American
Cancer Society
Leesville Road High School
June 1
6 p.m. – 7 a.m.
www.visitraleigh.com/event/
relay-for-life-of-raleigh/56692

American Dance Festival

Nancy Hughes Miller:
Coastal Moods

Various Locations
June 14 – July 21
www.americandancefestival.org

Little Art Gallery and Craft Collection
Through June 30
www.littleartgalleryandcraft.com
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Please support our advertisers. To advertise with us,
please contact sales@homedesigndecormag.com.

inspire. follow. like.

facebook.com/TriangleHDD

@homedesigndecor_triangle

www.homedesigndecormag.com
Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com for additional photos from
all of our feature homes and our local design resource guide.
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Woodwork

OF

Distinction
Since 1945

Having supplied custom millwork on some
of the ﬁnest homes, clubs, and businesses in
the Southeast and beyond, we are proud of
our heritage. An unwavering commitment
to quality and craftsmanship is a reputation
that we embrace on every project.
We are excited to bring that same passion
to our new Raleigh Design Center where
you’ll ﬁnd our own custom products built in
our Wilson North Carolina factory, as well as
multiple options from our valued partners.
Plan your next client meeting with us and
see all of the great products we have to
oﬀer.
Windows and Doors by Kolbe, Lincoln, Sierra Paciﬁc, & Windsor

Factory: 210 Harper Street, Wilson NC 27894





Plato Cabinetry



James Hardy Siding



Door Works Doors



Metrie Moldings

www.smcinc.com
Showroom: 1053 E. Whitaker Mill Road, Suite 165, Raleigh NC 27604

919-829-1005
Showroom open Monday-Friday. Appointments recommended.
Don’t have a builder yet? Call to schedule an appointment with one of our design professionals.

Solid Wood Doors & Moldings | Windows | Cabinetry | Shutters | Custom Trim Packages | and More

Twenty-five very fortunate homebuyers have an extraordinary, once-in-alifetime opportunity. The community that
set the standard for residential Cary and
became the Triangle’s most sought-after
address is well on the way to selling out its
final, limited edition neighborhood.

PRESTON’S GRAND FINALE

Comprising 13 acres at the very heart of the Preston community,
Preston Retreat is located at Davis Drive and HogansValleyWay, just across
the street from hole #11 of Prestonwood Country Club’s Fairways course.
The enclave offers 1/3 to 1/2 acre homesites and the perfect setting to build
the home of your dreams. For this grand finale, Preston Development
Company selected the area’s preeminent custom builders to craft these fine
residences. In Preston Retreat, they’ve already constructed some of their
most exquisite homes to date.
Preston Retreat is the culmination of 30 years of development in
Preston. And your opportunity to be part of Preston’s final chapter.

PRESTON

RETREAT

Million dollar homes in a million dollar location . 919-219-6751 . prestonretreatcary.com
Exclusive sales representative: Jay Upchurch . Upchurch Land &Home

